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Measurement of comic rays by emulsion chambers
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・A Nuclear emulsion film is consist of three layers ; emulsion layers(~80mm) are coated
on both sides of a transparent plastic base. It is very thin and capable of free forming.
・The nuclear emulsion is compact, waterproof by packing with an aluminum-laminated
envelope, does not require electric power.
・Can be observed toward any direction at the same time
・After chemical development, films are scanned by automated scanning system (HTS)
・Reconstruct trajectories recorded in film and get 3-dimentional information (positions
and angles) track by track

Reconstruction of cosmic-ray trajectories
recorded in emulsion film

・Calculate cosmic ray (muon) flux

Problems of muon flux

Principle of Water EmulsionSpectrometer (WES)

1 : Discrepancy between models and measurement
data in the range of low energy (below 10GeV)

Asthe water depth increases, the threshold of incident muon energy increases and the
number of detectable muons decreases due to absorption of muons by ionization losses.

2 : Few measurement data (especially low energy
region, limited angle)

Emulsion film has wide angle of view (>±45degree), so we can get information at any angle
by combining horizontal and vertical chambers.
Integral flux (f(Ei)[/cm2 Sr Sec]) is got by counting # of tracks in each chamber, and then
calculate differential flux (f’((Ei+Ei+1)/2) [/cm2 Sr Sec MeV]).
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・The imaging for the object of below 10 meter has
large systematic error
・Difficult to estimate absolute density

Measurement data with WES
in the pool

Discussion and prospect

zenith angle 0 degree

Comparing with WES (data), BESS (data), PARMA model
(simulation) at zenith angle 0 degree…
WES data is consistent with the result of BESS experiment
above 400 MeV and while it shows excess to PARMA
model below 400 MeV.

Emulsion chambers were installed in the pool, the period is Oct 15th to 28th, 2019. Two dimensional distributions of muon
flux of each chamber are shown in 7 above plots. The attenuation of flux by absorption in the water and the deficit by the
structure of building (ceiling beams) are confirmed.For precise measurement of muon flux, the angle range was limited
(surrounding black dotted line).
We got muon flux data of 4 zenith angle (0°, 15°, 30°, 45°) by using 7 horizontal chambers . As the angle got lager, the
muon flux decreases.

We estimate this excess from the effect of electron and
positron. So we will try to identify the kind of particle and
exclude electron (positron) tracks.
Also other angles data would be analyzed and checked the
similar tendency shown or not.

